Something more than SPC
Authentic floors made with respect for nature. Our unique technology enables
us to produce a PVC-free, 100% recyclable product with the best designs as well
as excellent quality and finish.

Protection against water
A rigid core composite flooring, also
known as SPC flooring, is the most durable
waterproof vinyl flooring on the market.
The 100% waterproof core is a reliable and
proven protection against the effects of
water spills.

Different dimensions
We offer beautiful wood and stone patterns
and many sizes of our planks and tiles.
Colours and textures are the best inspiration
for new and interesting designs.

High abrasion class
The entire collection is non-slip, includes
an AC5 or AC6 surface layer for heavy
traffic and has the best result in terms
of dimensional stability. In addition,
Ceramin boards are really light, yet still
very durable.

Natural look
Thanks to our unique digital printing
technology, we are able to create
decors that perfectly reflect natural
wood.

Why Ceramin?
Scan!

Fast and efficient locking system
+ easy cutting
Simply click the long side of the next row’s plank into the previous row.
It’s child’s play. Need to cut the plank? Use a cutter knife!

See how easy it is to lay
a Ceramin floor.

A durable and sustainable concept
with an ecological polymer
We constantly strive to achieve a closed product life cycle, including its production,
use and then its disposal in the recycling process. We are able to recycle Ceramin
and give it a second life in our own products or in garden furniture, car bumpers
or packaging. Thanks to the use of green electricity at our site in Kaisersesch and
participation in CO₂ projects, we have already become completely
neutral in terms of carbon dioxide emission.
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Tiles
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See how the decors look
in interiors.

1290 mm
* Possibility to purchase Wide Board panels with an integrated underlay with a thickness of 1 mm

Underfloor heating
Our panels are ideal for covering a floor with
water or electric heating with a maximum heating
temperature of up to 29°C. Thermal resistance of
panels with a thickness of 4.5 mm = 0.02 m² K/W.
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for renovation

Easy cutting

Quick locking

Reduced
installation time

www.classenfloor.com
All products of the Ceramin SPC collection are entirely manufactured
in the German factory of the CLASSEN concern.

